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Abstracts

The n-y angular correlation method has been

applied on Ra and Ra decay with emphasis on

source and backing preparations. A simple method to

prepare sources suitable for hyperfine interaction

studies has been developed, namely to implant the
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Ra activity into the backing by recoil implanta-
228

tion in vacuum from a Th source. A high voltage
should be applied, which considerably improved the

profile of the implantation. «

The hyperflne interactions in Pe, Co, Gd, Ni |

were measured and analysed according to a random

static quadrupole interaction combined with an aligned

magnetic interaction.
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1. Introduction

The hyperfine interaction (hfi) is in general expressed

as the interaction of the nuclear electromagnetic moments

with the fields produced by electrons and ions in atoms,

molecules or solids (including applied external fields).

The hfi has consequently been applied for the experi-

mental determination of nuclear electromagnetic moments and

of solid state properties. This has also been the case for

the translead elements [1}. The macroscopic methods for hfi

investigations are often not applicable for these elements,

because of their radioactive instability. The radioactive

methods are therefore especially useful for such elements.

The directional correlation method with perturbed angu-

lar correlation (PAC) was first applied by Brady and Deutsch

in 1950 [2] and has then become of great importance in this

field.

The specific use of the o-y angular correlation tech-

nique and its application primarily to the determination of

hyperfine fields has been developed considerably in recent

years [3,4].

In the light of our experience from a number of investi-

gations on different a-decaying nuclei our perspective of

an n-y experiment has been broadened. We present here a very

extensive investigation about the a-y method. Great emphasis

has been put on the preparation of sources for our PAC-mea-

suro.nents. The source condititon and the source environment

is of decisive importance for the outcome and interpretation

of the experiment.

If we study Fig. 1, it is immediately seen, where the

main problems arise. The source is placed on a backing material

and between the source and backing an oxide layer is present.

The a-emission gives rise to recoiling daughter atoms with

substantial energy (~ 100 keV). These recoils leave their

original sites and enter a) the source material b) the oxide

layer c) the backing material and can be stopped in any of

these environments.
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The main purpose of this investigation was hyperfine

field measurements by means of the ct-y angular correlation

technique.

It appeared, however, that several independent methods

had to be introduced in order to allow conclusive inter-

pretations of the results of an ot-y angular correlation

experiment. We then Investigated our different methods of

applying the source material on the backing, i.e. evaporation,

recoil implantation with and without high voltage and

diffusion.

Several different methods for the preparation of the

backing material were also used.

The sources produced by these different preparation

methods were then studied from the point of view of recoil

ranges.

An attempt to evaluate the hyperfine fields for radon

in iron, cobalt, nickel and gadolinium was made under diffe-

rent assumptions about the nature of the interactions.

The hyperfine interactions in iron for different backing

preparations (foil, evaporation, sputtering and passivation)

were also studied and are preliminarily discussed.

From a spectroscopic point of view two of the most

suitable isotopes are Ra and Ra. These were used in

this investigation. Decay schemes are presented in Fig. 2.
220 222

Their daughter nuclei Rn and Rn respectively have dif-

ferent half-lives of the 2+ intermediate levels, which means

that we have two different hyperfine interaction strengths

for radon but of the same nature. Another advantage is that

effects of source thicknesses should probably easiest be
226

revealed with Ra because of its low specific activity
(T

1 / 2
1602 y).
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2. Hyperfine Interactions In a-y angular correlations

2.1, g-Y angular correlation theory

With the angular correlation method a nuclear orien-

tation is achieved by selecting only those nuclei, whose

spins are, more or less, aligned in a certain direction.

This is done in a two-cascade decay by observing the first

radiation in a certain direction. The second radiation is

then emitted from an ensemble of oriented nuclei, and in

general shows an anisotropic distribution.

The angular distribution will be expecially simple

for the most favoured a-y (0+ 5 2+ X 0*) transition in

even-even nuclei. If the directions source — a-detector

is chosen as the direction of the quantization axis, the

y-radiation displays a pure sin2 26 distribution. This is

the same pattern, as that around a classical radiating

quadrupole.

The usual angular correlation expression is

W(9)

kmax=4

keven-°
Pk(cos 0) (1)

where Pk(cos 0) are the Legendre polynominals (Table I).

The angular correlation coefficients A~o and A., attain
Zl 44

for the quadrupole radiation the values 0.714 (5/7) and

-1.714 (-12/7) respectively.

2.2 The different Interactions

The lifetimes of the intermediate levels are in

general in u-y cascades so long that a reorientation occurrs

before the emission of the Y-radiation. The hyperfine inter-

action causes a transition among the m-states (Fig. 3).

These interactions are of electric and magnetic character.

If we first consider the electric quadrupole inter-

action, this is described by a characteristic frequency

WE 41(21 -
(2)
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from the energy splitting of the m-states, where

q = electric field gradient (efg)

Q = nuclear quadrupole moment.

The smallest energy difference between the magnetic

sublcvels is given by

r
3 u)P for integer I

U) =
o u_ for half-integer I

How this quadrupole interaction affects the unperturbed

0 + 'I 2+ I 0 + distribution is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the

next figure (Pig. 5) the time-integrated angular correlation

Is shown. The interaction strength is generally given by

•"o'Nf where N
is the nuclear lifetime of the intermediate

level.

The magnetic interaction can be visualized semiclassi-

cally, for a magnetic field applied perpendicular to the

detection plane. The nuclei precess with the Larmor frequency

g wN H
"H (3)

where II = the applied magnetic field

M N = the nuclear magneton

g = nuclear g-factor

This magnetic interaction combined with a quadrupole

interaction is illustrated in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7 is the

time-integrated distribution shown. The h.f. interaction

thus perturbs the correlation.

2.3. Perturbed angular correlations

The different types of interactions can be represented
in the angular correlation expression by the attenuation
factors C,y. The equation (1) then becomes

•i i
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W(0)
max

even

PR(cos 6) (4)

In the following the fundamental types of interactions

are presented. They can be of static or time-dependent

character, because the nuclear surroundings can be

1P statio or time-varying configurations. The

attenuation factors for the polycrystalline case are

i) Static magnetic dipole interaction

1

2k+l

n
I
n

+k

-k
(5)

which is taken from ref. 5.

ii) Static electric quadrupole interaction

(6)

å
$

t

*
i

I
1

where the coefficients S. are tabulated in [6].
Kn

iii) Time dependent interactions

The h.f. field can be fluctuating randomly with a charac-

teristic "flipping time" t called the correlation time.

Abragam and Pound [7] have described this case and obtained

G = _
1 +

{T

where for an electric quadrupole interaction

e 1
k 15

and for a magnetic dipole interaction

(7)

i

. -J
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These results were obtained under the assumption xc << TN»

For T « !„ calculations have been made by Falk et al. [8].

A convenient way to visualize the influence of the different

types of interaction discussed above is to plot G2 as a

function of G-. This is done in Fig. 8.

2.4. The hyperfine interaction in magnetic materials

An alternative form for W(9) is obtained by inserting

the explicit expression (cf. Table I) for the Legendre

polynominals in (1)

W(0) 1 +
max

n

"even*2

cos ne (8)

When a magnetic field perpendicular to the detection plane

is applied, the time-integral angular correlation will be

n

W(l),H) = 1 +

max

I bN
cos nAO cos n(0-AO) (9)

where tan (nAO) = nan, which means a rotation A9 as well

as an attenuation cos nAO. This is under the assumption

of absence of further interactions.

In magnetic materials below the Curie temperature T

the electrons in the incomplete shells of the magnetic

atoms or ions are exchange coupled and their spins or

magnetic moments are aligned via the exchange interaction.

A magnetic field applied perpendicular to the measurement

plane can be used to orient the domains in the sample and

hence the magnetic hyperfine field H. .. However, for

certain impurities difficulties have been observed to

completely align the hf-field»
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Abragam and Pound havo also considered the case of

a liquid source in an external magnetic field and have

derived the following angular correlation expression for

a timc-dcpcndcnt (randomly fluctuating) quadrupole inter-

action together with a static magnetic field [7]. (assuming

•t V Vc <K

W ( ( i , H ) = 1 + - j A
3 cos 2(6-A022)

[1 + (2uHrNG2)
2 j

+ — A 9 +
20 COS2(0-AG24)

[1 + (2u)HTNG4)}
»1/2

35 cos 4(0-A044)

(10)

where the displacement angles are defined by

tan "A 0
nR

0 < A önk < 5K

The attenuation factors G. = y—r with decay factors
k NA. : s are the same which were presented in the time-dependent

case when different interactions without external applied

fields were treated.

The extension of the formula (10) to the case of a

fluctuating magnetic field has been done by Caspari et al.[l(J.

The frequencies u>u and u can be defined so that
H m

i.e. the time-<t>H = guN *"HZ>/^ and wJJ) = guN <H
7> ' /

avorayed val'.ies of the magnetic hfi along the direction of

the external field plus a fluctuating field of average value

<H? • ' due to the relaxation. The assumptions for the eq.

to be valid are

'Vc CN a n d
% • • • • .

-1
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The general theory of PAC has been applied to the

special case of a static combined magnetic dipole and

electric quadrupole interaction of comparable strength

by Alder et al. [l\]. The calculations were made with the

assumption that the presence of the applied magnetic field

does not alter the electric field gradient. The axis of efg:s

were randomly oriented which should be the case in solid

polycrystalline sources. Numerical results for the attenua-

tion factors are given in form of curves for different nuclear

spin values (imong others I = 2).is a function of the inter-

action ratio Y = u),,/u>_ and for various values of the electric

interaction strength X = u)_i .

For a magnetic field perpendicular to the detector

plane the following expression has been derived

W l ( 0 ) = >: A. . N. . " ( a . JJ c o s u O - b , *' s i n uO) ( 1 1 )
1 K 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

where the coefficient A. . = A. (R, ) A,
Y A y

(Ro) are the
t.

product of the separated angular correlation coefficients

for each radiation [C].

Nv. v - (-1)MY, '' (ii/2,0) Y."w (it/2,0) is a normalization
K1K2 I 2
factor, where y^ (0,*P) are the spherical harmonics.

The sum over \t extends over all values

- min (k,,k2) < u < min (k,, k»)

the attenuation coefficients a£J . , bJJ , are functions
v \ v x

of x and y and are tabulated in Y T ref. 12.

The expression may be written in a somewhat different

form which displays the rotation of the angular correlation

pattern about the magnetic field axis

X cos [»i(0-A9. . ) ]
*1K2

(12)

K •?
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where

tan UiAO. . ] a b. . /a.

The correlation function W(6,H) for combined inter-

actions can be given in closed form only for some special

cases. In the general case the necessary diagonalization

of the interaction matrix must be carried out numerically

16].

3. Experimental equipments for PAC

Three different equipments were used in the perturbed

angular correlation work reported here.

In the measurements of the Larmor precession angle an

automatized gamma-particle detector system with four 3"x 3"

Nal(Tl) detectors was used. The mechanical arrangement of

these are shown in Fig.12, which is a photo-print of the

polarizing magnet, vacuum chamber and two gamma detectors

mounted in place.

The second equipment used was an automatized particle-

gamma angular correlation apparatus with its output on a

punched tape. Three different energy windows were simultaneos-

ly set in the a-particle spectrum and the data were analyzed

with a computer program.

The third set-up was an alpha-gamma angular correlation

apparatus with a decoupling magnet, where a magnetic field

can be applied in the detection plane.

3.1. Electronic system for measurement of the precession

angle

A block diagram of the electronic system is shown in

Fly. 10. The n-particles are detected in an silicon surface

barrier detector. This equipment is also used in the implan-

tation perturbed angular correlation method (IMPAC) in which

the target nucleus is Coulomb excited and recoiled into a

backing material by a heavy ion beam fl3].



The omitted y-rays arc detected in four (movable)

Nal(Tl)-detectors equipped with photomultipliers. The pre-

amplifiers of the -y-detectors, the fast mixer, the coinci-

dence matrix and the routing unit [14] (see Fig. 10) were

designed especially for this system.

In order to minimize the time jitter of the fast y-

pulscs it is necessary to use a sufficiently sensitive pre-

amplifier [14J. An output signal from a coincidence unit inhibits

the action of the time to amplitude converter if two or more

y-signals are present at the coincidence unit. Only pulses

from one single y~dotector at a time will in that way be

used to stop the TAC unit.

The single channel analyzer is set to accept the appropri-

ate u-peak in the particle spectrum and its output is used

to gate the TAC unit in coincidence mode. The separation

between total and accidental coincidences is made with two

single channel analyzers on the time spectrum from the TAC

unit.

The output of the coincidence matrix fulfills the

equation

y (T v A) .X

where Y is the output, T the time peak, A the time accidentals

and X the output pulse from one of the ysingle channel ana-

lysers. The matrix has four separate outputs corresponding to

the four y-detectors and is connected to the linear gates and

via psec. delay circuits to the routing unit of a 4096 channel

analyser. The gated y-coincidence spectra are via a linear

mixer, routed into the multichannel analyser.

The memory of the analyser is divided into 16 groups.

The total spectra are recorded in the first eight ones and

the accidentals in corresponding groups of the second half

of the memory. Spectra recorded in +B-field direction are

automatically stored in the even subgroups and in -B-field

direction in the odd ones.

The memory content of the MCA is recorded on a magnetic

tape and the spectra were analyzed on the IBM-370/155 computer

of the computer center in Uppsala.
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I'2. The automatic field reversing system

The a—i precession measurements are in general very

time-consuming because of the low coincidence rate. This

means that the need for automatization is very pronounced.

We have automatized the data taking and the reversing of

the magnetic field. The storage time between the changes

of the field is preselected on a timer/sealer. The times

used were mostly 15 or 30 minutes. In Fig. 11 a block-scheme

of the automatics is shown. It is constructed by means of

intey?atod circuits.

3.3. The angular correlation apparatus

For the measurements of the angular correlation of the

diffused iron sources an automatic two detector arrangement

was used. Different parts of the continous u-spectrum of the

diffused sources correspond to nuclei situated at different

depths in the iron foil. By using four single channel ana-

lysers in the u-channel it was possible to simultaneously

measure the ct-y angular correlation from different

depths in the iron foil (Fig. 9 ). The block-scheme of the

apparatus is shown in Fig. 13. The output of the ysingle

channel analyser is used to gate the time spectrum. The con-

tents of the 'i-, "V" and coincidence sealers are punched on

paper tape.

The tapes were analysed on the IBM-370/155 computer and

the angular correlation coefficients were calculated according

to the (least squares) method given by Rose [151.

ho decoupling magnet

TeulB of I he sources on thin backings v/ere made with

the decoupling equipment.

The apparatus used is in detail described earlier [16].

A longitudinal magnetic field of maximum 23 kG can be applied.

The y-dotector can be placed in 90» 180 and 270 degrees posi-

tions. As y-detector a 3" X3" Na(Tl)I crystal wan used.

The <«-deti>ctor was a 50 mm surface barrier detector.
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Thr time oick-off units have been replaced by an especial-

ly constructed fast amplifier using avalanche transistors [17).

The values of the time resolution for the a-y cascades in
249Cf (v-energy 388 keV) and 226Ra (186 keV) were 3 and 4 ns.

4. Methods to investigate the environment of the recoiling ion

Because of the small solid angle of the alpha detector

in an alpha-gamma angular correlation experiment only those

recoils are selected, which enter the backing almost perpen-

dicularly (Fig. 14). To obtain more information from an ordi-

nary a-Y angular correlation experiment we are primarily in-

terested in studying the stoichiometry of the source and of

a surface layer (about 500 Å) of the backing near the source.

4.1. The range distribution of the recoil atoms

Knowledge about the range distribution of the recoiling

daughter atoms can be obtained from the results of range

measurements with isotope separators.

In 1960 Davies and coworkers [181 started a series of

investigations of range distributions for different ions

implanted in aluminium. Later tungsten was also introduced

as a backing material. On both these metals the electrolytic

peeling method was applicable. A rather good agreement with

the theory by Lindhard et aL [19J(LSS) was found for median range

values, but anomalously long ranges for heavy ions stopping

in polycrystalline aluminium and tungsten were reported [20].

A very long penetrating tail with an exponential shape was

found in polycrystalline solids but not in amorphous compounds

as, A12O3 and W03 [21]. This effect was concluded to be due

to crystallite alignments. In 1963 Robinson and Oen [22] per-

formed computer calculations on the slowing down of 1-10 keV

Cu-atoms in various crystals and found abnormally large

penetrations for ions impinging in directions parallel

to principal axial directions. The long ranges observed were

therefore attributed to ion channeling in the polycrystalline

target». Thi» was later confirmed by more experimental work

with single crystals [23].
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The predominant stopping process for a-particle recoils

is nuclear stopping. The electronic part can be neglected.

The range and range straggling can be calculated by the LSS-

theory [19] for different backing materials. In Fig. 15 the
222

range distribution for a 95 keV Rn-recoil in Al is shown.

Lindhard's reduced range and energy parameters give reason-

able agreement (within 10-15%) for heavy ions at this energy.

Range measurements for radon were made by Bergström et al.

in 196 3 [24]. Rn-ions were implanted with a isotope separa-

tor within the energy interval 2-500 keV. For aluminium the

ranyc data agreed rather well with the LSS-theory while tung-

sten yielded considerably larger range values depending on

channeling in the polycrystalline tungsten.

Range and straggling measurements for m-recoils in gases

have also been done by Baulch and Duncan [25] and Valyocsik

[26] and the results are in accordance with the LSS-theory

within 10%.

The range and straggling for some of the backing materials

we have used have been calculated using the LSS-theory and

are presented in table II. We have also estimated the stopping

times of the recoiling ions according to ref. [19], and they

seem to be small compared with the lifetimes of the involved

intermediate levels (some fractions of a ps).
220In Fig. 16 the range distribution for Rn is shown

in Al, Fe and Gd backings for a 97 keV m-recoil. The recoils

penetrate deeply into aluminium because of its low density.

4.2. Elemental analysis of sources and backings by the

backscattering method

Nuclear techniques arc well suited for

tho determination of small amounts of trace elements. Activa-

tion analysis by neutrons and y-rays[27,28]or by charged par-

ticles may be used with advantage in many experiments, especial-

ly to measure trace impurities in the bulk of the samples.

On the other hand, the experiments with charged particles have

specific advantages for measurements near the surfaces of
2

substrates, e.g. high sensitivity ( 10 ng/cm ) and good

.J
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depth resolution (50 A). This is described by Amsel et al.

[29].

A suitable method in our case is to make use of the

laryo Coulomb scattering cross section for the high-Z, trans-

lead elements. The energy E of the scattered ion (Fig. 17) is

E = E
m cos 0 + (M -m sin 0 )

s s

1/2

m + M
(13)

where E is the energy of the beam, 9 the scattering angle

(in laboratory coordinates), m the atomic mass of the incoming

particle and M mass of the scattering atom. For pure backward

scattering 0 = 180°, the formula is simplified to
5

K = E (14)

The scattering cross section can be expressed by the

Rutherford formula

Z1 Z

— = — which for 0
sin?0 s

2

180 becomes

(15]

whero '/,, and Z_ are the atomic numbers for the projectile

and the target atoms.
2

The ytcld is thus proportional to Z . An experimental

comparison of u-particles and 0 ions as projectiles have

been made by Pettersson et al. 130]. The mass resolution

for heavier target atoms was improved by a factor of about

2.r> for O ions compared to a-particles, when the detector

resolution was taken into account. An advantage of using 0

i» ti.fir Jaryer Coulomb barrier compared to alphas, which

(Increases the possibility of nuclear reactions. For the analysis
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of our (»-sources with respect to heavy elements, we have

therefore chosen 25 MeV 160-ions. For more details see

section 10.1.

4.3. Oxygen analysis of sources and backings by resonant

(i-back scatter ing

Particular interest within the micro-analysis has been

drawn to the examination of oxide surface layers, because of

the great importance of oxidation phenomena in modern techno-

logy.

Nuclear reaction studies have high sensitivity and have

successfully been applied to oxygen surfaces, e.g. by Amsel et al

[29] and Turos ct al. [31]. The Aarhus group has measured the

oxide thicknesses of foils by use of the reaction O(d,p) 0

[3]. Their result for an iron foil was about 37 A.

The sources and backings we have used were covered with

evaporated layers of gold or silver to prevent the contamina-

tion of the detector and to decrease the rate of oxidation.

The 3.025 MeV resonance in the 16O(u,a')16O reaction (Fig. 18)

was used to analyse the oxide thickness of the samples. With

this method of analysis the backings were scanned from the

surface to a depth of 1000 A.with an oxygen thickness resolu-

tion of about 5-10 A.

Thus the depth region of interest for an ot-y implantation

experiment was covered.

NSr.
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5. Source preparations

5.1. Evaporation

Most of the sources were made by evaporating the

radium activities on the backings. The radioactive isotpes

Ra and Th were bought from the Radiochemical Centre,

Amersham in chloride solutions.

226Ra

A suitable amount of the solution was dried in a tanta-

lum vessel, which was then placed in an evaporation chamber,

where it was heated by an electron gun. The distance between

the crucible and the source backing was about 2 mm. The

source strengths were in the order of 0.1 pCi. The source

diameter used was 4 mm, made by masking with an hollow Al-

foil.

224,
'Ra

The preparation method for the second isotope, 224Ra,
was the same. However, in this case the activity was collected,

224224
before the evaporation, as Ra-sources were below 30

More than one hundred sources of each isotope were made

with innumerable combinations of sources and backings. Usual-

ly the surfaces were protected by covering them by a 80-100
2

pg/cm , evaporated, gold layer. The vacuum in the evapora-
~6 —7tion chamber was 10 - 10 torr obtained with conventional

oil diffusion pumps. Sometimes a cold trap was used. The

evaporation temperature was about 1600°C. At 800°C all daughter

atoms in the decay chain had evaporated.

During the whole course of the investigation a feedback

from the results of the measurements to the source prepara-

tion was established. Therefore a continous development of

the source and backing preparation took place.

5.2. Isotope separator Implantation

The evaporation technique may be sensitive to source

thickness and the occurence of foreign elements. A possibi-

lity to avoid these difficulties is to implant the activity.
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228
This has earlier successfully been made for Th and
2 Ra by the Aarhus group [2] and for Th by the Bonn

group 13]. Some attempts with the isotope separator of

the Institute of Physics were made. The technique used
224

at the ion source was to evaporate Ra, with bismuth and

lead as carriers. The main problems seem to be the low

efficiency for radium compared with the efficiencies for

the daughter elements and the high evaporation temperatures

for radium and the heavier atoms.

5 .3 . Vacuum ot-recoil implantation
228A source of Th is produced by depositing drops of

the active solution by a pipette on a tantalum band. The

drops were dried by warming with a heat lamp. The band was

then heated to 1600°C in the evaporation chamber to get rid
228

of the daughters and other carriers. Then the Th source

was mounted together with a closely spaced backing foil in

a vacuum chamber. The distance between the source and backing .
224 -

was 0.5 mm. See Fig. 19. With this method the Ra activity f
is implanted using the recoil energy (95 keV) from the a- %

228 a

decay of Th. The implanted ions are however not mono-
224

energetic, because of the energy loss of the Ra recoils
224

in the source material. The distribution of Ra in Al
after recoil was measured with the electrolytic peeling
method. A typical result is presented in Fig. 20. The spread

228
due to energy losses in the Th source is evidently con-

224
siderable. Most of the Ra source material is however

situated on the backing surface.

5.4. High voltage a-recoil vacuum implantation

A way to improve the recoil implantation is to apply

an acceleration voltage between source and backing. The

charge distribution of the recoiling ions into vacuum has

been studied by Gtinter et al. [321 and Wieclawik and Perrin

[33]. The results for ground state decay are that one fourth

of the recoiling ions has zero charge» one half a 1+ charge

and the remaining fourth a 2+ charge.

.,„,.,. U
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2 2g
To get high efficiency the distance between the Th

source and the backing must be small i.e. in the order of

a few nun. If, however, a voltage of about 50 kV is applied

over this distance electrical breakdowns may occur.

Williams and Williams [34] have reported that 50 kV

can be applied at a distance of 0.1 mm between stainless

steel electrodes. In their case the vacuum used was 10 mm

Hg. The electrode surfaces were very pure and with a high

finish, polished and cleaned and were outgassed by baking

before use. The discharge chamber was made of glass and

was evacuated by an UHV pump.

The construction of an implantation arrangement for

(»-activities involves specific problems. Since many implan-

tations were to be done, the discharge chamber had to be

easily demountable.

Another problem is that the electrodes will not consist
228of a homogenous material since the Th activity is placed

on the grounded electrode and the backing foil must be

mounted on the negative one.

We chose to construct a discharge chamber of perspex

(methyl methacrylate) and porcelain, See Fig.21. It was

evacuated by a molecular pump. The vacuum was about 10~6 Torr.

The electrode distance was between 1.5-2.5 mm.

The DC generator was connected to the cathode of the

discharge gap via a resistor of 340 Mfl to restrict the

current at breakdowns. The whole set-up is photographed in

Fig.34. The maximum HV used was 70 kV.

Before the application of the HV, the evacuation was

going on for 5-6 hours. The voltage was increased slowly

to 50 kV (the most usual value) observing the current, which

in normal cases was below 10 uA. Otherwise conditioning had

to be done. Difficulties sometimes arose because of a corona

discharge emanating from leak currents along the inside

surface of the chamber. A considerable improvement was obtained

by putting a grounded Al-cylinder around the chamber. The

electrical stray field is then going through to this plate

which gives a reduction of the leak currents.
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In Fiq. 22 the implantation profiles for Ra in Al

are presented for different voltages and different electrode

distances. The implantation is considerably improved.

With a collection time of about 1 week, 20 uCi sources

were obtained.

5.5 Diffusion

A common way to prepare radioactive sources for hyper-

fine interaction measurements is to diffuse the activity

into the host by annealing. We have made this for radium

in aluminium and iron.

Al. A thick source of Ra on an Al-foil was made by

evaporation. The source was then annealed at 600 C in vacuum

for one week. The activity on the surface of the foil was
226

then removed by an acid. In the a-spectrum the Ra-lines

were broadened and shifted to lower energies. The activity
2

had diffused into a maximum depth of about 80 ug/cm as

deduced from the stopping power of o-particles in Al.
926 2

Fe. The Ra activity was evaporated on a 9 mg/cm

Fe-foil, which after melting to a small sphere was annealed

at 1000°C for 1 week. The sphere was then rolled out at room

temperature to a 12 mg/cm2 iron foil. The diffusion profile

was measured by recording the o-spectra. The whole procedure

was repeated two times before a fairly uniform source distri-

bution was obtained. See Pig. 9. The radium had thus diffused

into a depth of 4 mg/cm .

Many trials were made before a Fe sample was obtained

in which the radium activity was homogenously distributed

in the iron. After the melting to a sphere the whole activi-

ty often was found to cover the sphere as a surface layer.

6. Backing preparation

6.1. Foil»

Many of the foils used were commercially available.
2 2

The thicknesses were between 1 mg/cm and 6 mg/cm . In the

S3-,

...;.„ j
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experiments with anodic oxidation plates about 0-5 mit»

thick were machined from 99.9% pure aluminium and then

the surfaces were polished with a fine-grained diamond

paste of smallest grain size 3 ym. Some foils were also

made by rolling. J
The thickness of the Fe-foils were i yg/cm2. Both old I

1
(5-6 years) and new ones were used. !

6.2. Evaporation

The many evaporations of inactive materials were per-

formed in the same vacuum chamber, as the source prepara-

tions were made.

Of special interest in this work are the Fe-vaporiza-

tions. The iron was vaporized either directly on the source

or on the backing foil. The evaporation temperature was

about 1200°C and the iron thickness was measured by a quartz
2

crystal gauge and was about 120-130 yg/cm . It may be noted

that it was not possible to get larger thickness, since the

evaporation was not adhesive.for more iron.

6.3. Sputtering

Backings of sputtered Fe and the oxides Fe2
O3 and

Fe,04 were made with the sputtering apparatus at the- Uppsala

Tandem Laboratory, constructed according to the outlines

given by Sletten and Knudsen in ref. 35. The thicknesses of
2

the sputtered material was about 80-100 pg/cm .

6.4. Anodic oxidation

AJuminium was anodlzed according to the descriptions

by Haas from 1950 [36]. The anodizing bath consisted of an

aqueous solution of ammonium citrate (30 g per liter), main-

tained at 25°C. The colourless solution was in a 200 ml glass

container with an inside cover of alumnium, which served as

a cathode. The sample to be anodized was suspended in the

center of solution by an aluminium holder. The desired voltage
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was provided from a dc supply. The relationship between

oxide film thickness W and the applied voltage V we have

used is given by Davies et al. [18].

Wx, = 0.25 x (V + 1.8) W in pg/cm

or V in volt (16)

WA1 ,. - 0.37 x (V + 1.8)

At the electrolytic peeling measurements the oxide

film was stripped off by immersing the anodized foils or

plates in a hot aqueous solution of orthophosphoric acid

(50 q per liter) and chromium trioxide (30 g per liter).

The temperature was maintained at 90°C.

During the anodic oxidation -T significant amount of

aluminium ions may escape into the solution during the

anodic process. Therefore the thickness of aluminium removed

by anodic oxidation plus film stripping should follow the

relation ref. J8.

.3

i

WA1 = 0.30 (V + 1.8) (17)

The accuracy in the determination of film thicknesses with

this method is about 10%.

6.5. Passivated iron

The surfaces of iron was passivated by immersing the

Fe-foll in concentrated nitric acid. A thin sheltering

layer of oxide is preventing the iron from further oxidation.

This is a well-known chemical method, which might be

sutt.iblc at. the preparation of iron backings for cx-y angular

corroJill ion studies.
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7. Angular correlation measurements

7.1. General considerations

The angular correlation measurements are an important

part of this work. The other methods were used in elucidating

an experimental situation and in the interpretation of the

results of the angular correlation measurements.

As was seen in section 2 the highly anisotropic 0-2-0

a-y angular correlation is extremely sensitive to all kinds

of perturbations. Consequently the PAC-technique offers an

excellent possibility to study the hfi.

7.2. Corrections due to extended sources and detectors

The theoretical values of A_2 and A., given in section 2

are derived for the ideal situation in which the radiation

from a point source is observed by two point detectors. This

is certainly not the case in an actual angular correlation

measurement. The extension of source and detectors will cause

a damping of the correlation pattern. In order to make expres-

sion (1) valid for an experimental situation the theoretical

coefficients A ^ should be replaced by experimental coeffi-

cients defined by

AexpAk Qk \ k (18)

where Q. are the so called solid angle correction coefficients.

The superscripts p, and s correspond to particle detector,

gamma detector and source respectively. The simple expression

(18) is only valid if the detectors have cylindrical symmetry

around the direction of detection and if the source is not

extended too much in the horisontal direction (plane).

In the present work the sources always were circular

disks with a maximum diameter of 5 mm resulting in

j > 0.985 and oj > 0.951

The particle detector was a circular disk (in some cases an
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annular detector). The

23.

were computed assuming 100% effi-

ciency and negligible depth of the sensitive volume. Different

detectors were used, mostly a 300 mm annular detector with

a source detector distance of 30.5 mm (diameters 5.5; 19.2 mm).

For this detector the solid angle corrections are Q? = 0.926

4 ' " The solid angle correction coefficients for

the 3" x 3" Nal detectors were taken from the tabulation by

Yates [6]. These values are calculated with a Monte Carlo

method. Herskind and Yokizawa have experimentally determined

the solid angle correction coefficients for a few discrete

gamma energies [37]. Por low gamma energies they obtained

larger correction coefficients than those of Yates, whereas

the agreement was good for medium and high gamma energies.

We have therefore used correction coefficients for the 186 keV
222

gamma rays of Rn which were obtained from an interpolation

between the 142 keV and the 250 keV values of Yates. For a

source to detector distance of 100 mm the coefficients used

were

J!
4

keV) = 0.921

Qj(186 keV) = 0.753

QjJ(241 keV) = 0.923

Qj(241 keV) = 0.758

7.3. Ccrrections due to imperfect geometrical arrangements

In an angular correlation experiment it is usuallv not

possible to cover 2it of angle with the movable detector.

In the present measurements the angular region (+115°,-115°)

was covered (Fig. 14).

A source slightly decentered in the alpha detector direc-

tion (at 180°) will give a too low counting rate at detector

angles around 0°.This might - incorrectly - be interpreted

as a damping of the angular correlation, since the correspond-

ing increase in counting rate at angles around 180° will not

be revealed. In addition a source displacement will give rise

to changes in the coincidence counting rate which in a fixed

geometry might be incorrectly interpreted as a precession
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angle [38]. Therefore great care was taken throughout the

experiments to adjust the source to be at the centre of

the detector table. In cases where a slight decentering

remained, this was corrected for by dividing the number of

coincidence counts with a normalized gamma singles counting

rate for each angle.

Gamma quanta that are scattered in detectors and

surrounding material will give false coincidences with an

angular dependence. Large angle scattering is excluded only

if gammas absorbed with full energy are accepted in the

energy gate. Small angle scattering may occur if the source

is mounted on a thick backing. Corrections for absorption

in the backing material were applied when necessary.

7.4. Measurements of and

A perturbed angular correlation without a net precession

can be described by

k
W(6) = f G k A k k Pk(cos 9) (4)

even

In an experimental situation this is valid if A», and A..

are replaced by A | * P and A ? x p as above. As A k k and Q k are

known with good accuracy the experimental perturbation co-

efficients will simply be obtained from

,exp \ e x p

A large number of G. -measurements were performed. A measure-

ment of this kind reveals the character of the perturbation.

These measurements were made for alpha recoils into non-

magnetic and unpolarized magnetic materials.

7.5. Influence of the fringing magnetic field

In a number of cases the perturbed angular correlation

measurements were performed with a static magnetic field
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applied perpendicularly to the detector plane. The stray

field in the region between source and alpha detector results

in a curved alpha trajectory. In a PAC-measurement this will

be detected as a precession. This precession was measured

separately using a nonmagnetic backing with a small pertur-

bation. The "false" precession caused by the magnetic field

is very small compared to the net precession in Fe, Co and

Gd.

No effects of the fringing field on the photomultipliers

were detectable.

7.6. Experimental procedure

A typical run covered 9 angular positions for each of

two detectors. Every position was recorded at least twice,

going through a sequence S^j.... 9n9n6n-l 6291 i n o r d e r

to minimize effects of changes in counting rate due to decay

and electronic drift1». The time of measurement in each angu-

lar position was 15 or 30 minutes. For very weak sources

1 hour was chosen in order to obtain 200-1000 coincidences

per recording.

The number of coincidences was obtained by analyzing

the coincidence spectra. In the ycoincidence-spectra only

the full energy peak was selected. In a-coincidence-spectra

the 5.447 (224Ra) and 4.599 (226Ra) MeV a-peaks were selected.

It was found that the results were fairly insensitive to the

gate settings i.e. a wide gate over the peak gave the same

result as a narrow.

ll

• i

7.7. PAC-measurements on magnetically polarized samples

When magnetic backings were studied a polarizing

magnetic field was usually applied perpendicularly to the

detector plane. Such an experimental situation corresponds

to the case treated by Alder et al. [11J if the interactions

are assumed to be static. For Fe and Ni angular correlation

measurements were also performed on magnetically random

oriented samples.
s-"-.
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In order to obtain a measurement of the nuclear pre-

cession with high accuracy, the detectors were kept in

fixed positions. The field direction was changed every 15th

or 30th minute. The angles selected were ±115° and +25°.

(Fig. 3). In one case (Gd) +115° and ±65° were used. In this

way influences of changes in counting rate and measuring

time is automatically averaged out. We have found the method

with fixed angles much more reliable than methods where a

precession angle is extracted from a fit to a number of

detection angles.

8. Data analysis

8.1. Preliminary treatment of data

The normalized coincidence rate was fitted by a weighted

least squares method [15] to expressions of types (1) or (11)

W(G) • 1 +

W(0,B) « bQ +

»expP2(cos 9) + Aj * P4(cos G) (I1)

29 + b2cos 28 + b3sin 49 + b4cos 46 (II1)

\f

If no polarizing magnetic field is applied and the hyperfine

magnetic fields are randomly oriented b, and b, become zero

and bQ, b2, b4 can be directly related to A 2
x p and A 4

x p through

the relations:

bQ - 1 + 1/4 A*xp + 9/64 A e x p

3/4 5/16

4 = 35/64 A j x p

b 2 - 35/46
or

A2

Aexp

<Ao ':

bQ - T/3 b 2 - 1/15 b 4

64/35 b 4

b, - 1/3 b, - 1/15 b.

:..j
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As was pointed out in section 2, the theoretical a-y corre-

I lation for a 0-2-0 cascade is expressed simply as

I W(8) = 1 - cos 40

I Experimentally the situation is somewhat different because

I of perturbations and finite dimensions of source and detec-

• tors. However, in expression (II1) which is always valid the

' dominating coefficients will be b and b 4. For the case of

a strong magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the detec-

! tor plane b, will also be of interest.

j In a preliminary analysis a measure of the damping of

> the correlation is obtained from the magnitude of b./b .

The "precession" can be obtained from b,/b.•

A fit to expression (I1) yields A 2
e xP and A e x p. From

these G 2 and G. are determined.

8.2. Model dependent analybis i

h
As has been seen earlier the experimentally obtained ;?

G- and G. will directly tell what types of interaction that '*

are involved. The Fourier coefficients on the other hand »f

must be compared to predictions of different models. i

The relations between the Fourier coefficients and the I

coefficients av
M. and b. u

v of Alder et al. [11] are (from
1 2 1 2

expression 11)

V b o = -2 < A22N22b22 + <A24+A42)N24b24 + A 4 4 N j 4 b l 4 ) / C

*}f\ " 0 0 *5 O O O * O A A • ) ' O i Oil A A A A A A * *

b3/bo - -2 A 4 4Nj 4bj 4 /C

b4/by - +2 A44NJ4aJ4 /C

where C, for a spin of the nuclear intermediate level of 2h is

C - 10 + A22N°2a52 +
 (A24+A42)N24a24 +

* A44W44a44

..„' . J
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Calculation of b./b using the tabulations of

Alder et al. [11] was made for our specific experimental

geometry. (Solid angles etc.). In figure 35 b./b is

given as function of U.T_, parametrized in W^T . In
D n c» n

figure 27 R is plotted as a function of W OT and
o n

Steffen [50] has pointed out that under certain circum-
stances when w-.T << 1 and W_T << W OT a simplified expres-

£* n L n D n

sion can be used for the angular correlation perturbed by

static electric and magnetic interactions. This is equivalent

to the assumption that the electric perturbation can be

described as time dependent [ 7 ]. The relations between the

Fourier coefficients and the model of Abragam and Pound are

1 + 0.25

1.5A22(G22)'M>Tn

0.75

+0.140625

0.625

0.3125

( 2 (Vn G22 ) 2

2.1875

1 •

0.546875

< 4 V B G 4 4 ) «

The coefficients

0-2-0 cascade.

and b2 are small for an alpha-gamma

a-.
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For small perturbations the G22 and G44 for static

electric quadrupole interactions are used. Other authors

have used the time dependent electric quadrupole attenua-

tion coefficients. To relate to the theory of Abragam and

Pound graphs were constructed of b./b and R as functions

fe'n a n d Vn*of u>ni_ and <D,,I_. These are shown in figures 36 and 28.

J
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9. Range distribution Investigations

9.1. The electrolytic peeling measurements

For Al-backings the implanted source distribution

profile has been measured. This was done by first anodizing

and stripping off a 50 A or 100 A Al-layer in accordance

with the description in Section 6.4 by measuring the Ra

ot-activity. Very weak sources can be studied in this way,

which means that the time for preparation of the source in

the implantation arrangement can be made short (a few hours)

compared with the time for preparation of sources intended

for angular correlation experiments (1 week).

The accuracy of this method is restricted, probably

because of the uncertainty in the anodization process. When

the plate is taken out from the stripping bath its surface

is rather clean from oxide, but the following air oxidation

may give rise to different surface oxide thicknesses [40].

These oxides prevent the migration of aluminium ions into the

anodising bath, which means that the formula (17) is only

approximate. Therefore a series of range measurements were

made with cleaned Al-plates (see Section 6.1), commercial

Al-
224
Al-foils (1.3 and 2.5 mg/cm2) and rolled Al-foils (~ 2 mg/cm2)

Ra-ions were implanted without applying a voltage. The

bust range reproducibility was achieved with Al-plates

(within 15%).

•f
i
2

•i

10. Element analysis of source» and backings

10.1. Backscatterlng analysis with O-partlcles

Analysis of Ra and Ra sources were performed by

backscattcring measurements at the Tandem accelerator labora-

tory, Uppsala.

The (beam of) O-particles had an energy of 25 MeV

and tho current was 10-30 nA. The scattering chamber was the

same as in reference (41] but with a multi-target arrangement

(21 pieces). The diameter of the scattering chamber was 76 cm

and the detector was a 300 mm gold silicon surface barrier
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detector, placed at an angle of 165° to the beam direction.
The sources were evaporated on Al-foils. As a calibration
standard for the thickness measurements a 80 ug/cm Au layer
was vaporized onto the source (the thickness was measured
with a quartz crystal).

! 10.2. Oxygen measurements with resonant p-scattering
.i
| The thickness of surface oxide layers was measured on a

great number of backing foils by means of resonant a-scatter-
ing. The measurements were performed at Uppsala and at the

I Van de Graaff-accelerator in Studsvik.
The scattering chamber and the details of the experiment

are described in reference [42]. Every foils was scanned
in a-particle energy between 2.800-3.200 MeV and t^e current
was between 10 and 30 nA.

11. Results and discussion?

During the early phase of this investigation d-y angular
correlation measurements for the two radium isotopes were
performed with evaporated sources and different backings.
These results were however not consistent when the experiments
were repeated for different samples. This inconsistency was
most pronounced for iron foils in perpendicular magnetic
fields. The reasons for this might be source thicknesses
and surface oxide layers of the backings [43].

11.1. Source preparation

The sources were tested with the decoupling method [44]
(Fig. 29) before the angular correlation measurements. Many
3*Ra souees were sorted out with this method.

It was not possible to test sources with thick backing
plates in this way. This was one reason for the introduction
of the backteattering method to analyse the sources.

The results from the backscattering measurements are
presented in rig. 22 and fable XXX. In the strong source 75%
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of the heavy material was radium and in the weak source 22%.

A weak source is not necessarity thin because of the occur-

rence of impurities at the source evaporation. The total

thicknesses are still tolerable for these two cases. A content

analysis was also performed on dead Ra sources ( Pb)

covered with an Au layer but no heavy materials were present.

To be certain that the source is implanted in the backing,

a high voltage was applied (Section 5.4). The source distribu-

tion profile was considerably improved (Fig. 24). It is
224

noticeable that certain Ra atoms have penetrated deeply

into the Al-backing. This penetration is too large only to

be due to crystalline effects. The explanation should be the
22fl

following. The Th decay has a 28% branching to a 84.4 keV
22A

(2+) state in Ra (Fig. 23). This level is deexcited almost

only by electrons which give Auger and shake-off effects in

the recoiling ions. The ionic charges may thus be very high.

They have been experimentally studied by Gunter et al. [32].

The maximum of the (wide) charge distribution was 15+. In

an accelerating potential these highly charged ions can thus

get considerable implanting energies (up to 1 MeV).
11.2. Hfi in metal oxides

The surface oxide layers of the backings can in some

cases be controlled by anodic oxidation, which was performed

for aluminium. The results for the hyperfine interaction of

radon in various oxide layers are presented in Fig. 25 and

in Table IV . More details about this quadrupole interaction

can be found in ref. (45).

Sputtered iron oxides Fe-O. and Fe-jO. have also been

studied with radon recoils. They gave no apparent rotations

in a perpendicular magnetic field (Table VII) and the angular

correlation results (Table VIII) indicate an electrical

interaction similar to that of AljOj.
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11.3. Hfi in Fe

The results for radon implanted in different Fe-environ-

ments are presented in Fig. 26. The samples were randomly

magnetized. The interactions are combined except for the

diffused source, where the preparation must have influenced

the iron considerably. This was also Indicated by the absence

of a rotation of the correlation pattern in a shifting per-

pendicular magnetic field. Fig. 26 also shows the difference

in hyperfinc interaction between vaporized Fe and Fe-foil

for both isotopes, which is also noticeable in Table VII,

where the rotation values are presented. For sputtered iron

as backing material the deviation was even more pronounced

(cf. the rotation values in Table VII).

Dackscattering analyses of these backings were made

with resonant u-scattering and the preliminary results [42]

give too low oxide thicknesses and too low impurity contents

to explain the discrepancies between the hfi of radon

implanted into Fe-foil, vaporized Fe and sputtered Fe.

The explanation may be that evaporation and sputtering

give amourphous structures of the iron samples.

Evaporated and sputtered palladium has been investigated

by HiiTner et al. [46] with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

The evaporated samples showed a close correlation with cal-

culatrd conduction band structures but the sputtered samples

exhibited much less detail.

11

'!•-,
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11.4. The investigation of hyperfine fields

The experimental results of precession measurements

on Rn recoil implanted into ferromagnets are given in

Table VII. It is obvious that the results for iron cannot

be described as a well defined single valued combined static

interaction. The case of implantation with 50 kV into iron

with a passivating oxide should intuitively be the best.

From graphs in Fig. 27 it is found that there are two

possible unique U_T for which the calculated R-values agree
D n

with the experimental ones.

B n = 0.08*0.02

u_T = 0.90+0.05B n

However, an estimate of U>OT\ can also be obtained from the
o n

graph of b4/bQ (Fig. 35):

0.42tC 07

This value does not overlap any of the values above. There-

fore one can state directly that the Rn-nuclei are not

situated in an environment with which the interactions can

be described by two unique frequencies u>B and w_.

Another indication of this fact is the wide scatter of the

results for differently prepared iron backings (Table VII).

One reason for the discrepancies may be a spread in

frequencies. In order to discuss the influence of such a

multislte situation, let us qualitatively try to see what

happens if we have two inequivalent sites for Rn in Fe.

Let us further assume that only one of these sites

has a static magnetic interaction. For such

a situation the experimentally determined R would be smaller

than the R calculated one, (for a single site, Alder et al. )

since some of the nuclei under investigation would not contri-

bute to the precession. However, the experimental ratio b./b

!-* •
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would be larger than the teoretically predicted, since

the nuclei in the nonmagnetic site would probably be less

perturbed. Shortly expressed

R > R e x p

magnetic site

"VVmagnetic < ' W e x p

In other words a U>_T extracted from R would be an over-
is n

estimate if the true wnT is to be found to the right of
B n

W_T giving maximum of R = R(U)_T ) (Fig. 27) .o n on
(An underestimate if the true value is to the left).

A n>B"tn extracted from the theoretical b4/b would on the

other hand be an underestimate. A situation where a large

number of sites with varying strengths of interaction would

influence the uvt in a similar way, although not so

pronounced.

In our experimental results there is one more indica-

tion in favour of a multi-frequency interpretation. There

is a correlation between the measured R-values and b./b

values; a relatively small R-value (both for 115° and 25°)

is accompanied by a relatively large value of b./b (Table VII).

However, it is quite clear that the small average value,
<DOT = 0.08

f0.02, can be ruled out.
D n

As a consequence of the preceeding discussion one

question directly arises; are there other experimental

results in favour of the multisite model? Indeed, Xenon is

another quite heavy inert gas. A vaste number of implantation

experiments have been performed at low (~ 100 keV) and high

(~ 10 MeV) energies. (51, 5 2,53]. E. Schoeters et al. [54],

H. Pattyn et al. [54] and M. Van Rossum et al. [54] have

found tha Xe can occupy at least two, possibly four magne-

tically different sites dependent on implantation dose,

energy and temperature and parameters typical for the impurity-

host combination.

-
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In our case the dose is minimal, but the experimental

determination of hfi is made within 0.15 ns after the recoil,

which is a short time compared to the typical times of heating

(~ 30 ns) [55].

For a-decaying isotopes channeling measurements

(blocking) has been used to determine where the isotopes

are situated after decay [47,48]. One has found that sub-

stitutional sites are preferred even after a-decay of the

parent isotopes. However, the timescale in these measurements

is substantially larger. In addition radiation damages due

to the implantation process produce defects which behave

like impurities and interact with the implanted atoms [49],

This mechanism is probably dependent on the preparation of

the iron backings.

One possible nonmagnetic environment is the oxide layer

of the metal surface if judged from our measurements of R for

Fe-0, and Fe,O.. However, the sputtering procedure seems to

give amorphous structure to the sputtered material, as also

sputtered Fe looks only weakly magnetic (magnetically defect)

An analysis of the iron surfaces of the backings used was

done with a resonant alpha scattering method [42]. The pre-

liminary results show that the variation in oxide layer

thickness is relatively small between differently prepared

iron backings.

Furthermore there is no correlation between the oxide

thickness and the experimentally determined parameters
220

R or b4/bo. The measurements on Rn in Fe by Abildskov

et al. [3] and Herzog et al. [4] agrees well with the overall

picture of our results for Fe. Different attempts have been

made to clarify the experimental situation.

Herzog found no significant difference in the experimen-

tal results if the iron foil was polarized with 1.5 kG or

22.5 kG. In the present measurements 3.6 kG was used through-

out.
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The temperature dependence of the hyperfine field was

considered by Abildskov et al.[3].They measured the magnetic

hyperfine field at 114 K and 310 K. They found no change in

hyperfine field within this temperature range. In the present

experiment we only varied the temperature for Rn in Al and

no change in the perturbation coefficients was found. The

situation for Rn in Fe almost fulfils the conditions where

a static electric interaction can be treated within the

Abragam and Pound formalism [50] (see also Fig. 27 and 28).

This is one reason for the good overlap in the hyperfine

fields derived by different experimentators.

We therefore considered it to be reasonable to interpret

the results from our measurements by means of a combined

static electric quadrupole and static magnetic dipole inter-

action with a frequency distribution. The results for the

hf-fields of radon together with the results from other

authors are tabulated in table VIII.

The ct-y angular correlation method is very sensitive to

the properties of the backing material (e.g. iron). With

refined technique (especially UHV) the ct-y method is likely

to become an important tool in the study of hyperfine- inter-

actions both in the bulk material and at metal surfaces.
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Figure captions

2
1. A thin source (< 7 pcj/cm ) with 4 mm diameter is placed

on the backing. To prevent contamination an inactive

materiel (Au or Ag) is vaporized onto the source.

The stopping time (is) is ~10
-13

s.

226 224
2. Partial decay schemes for Ra and Ra. The branching

ratios are 5.4% and 5.5% respectively. The ^-transitions

are pure E2.

3. The principle of perturbed angular correlations.

Energy levels not to scale.

4. The time-differential variation of the correlation pattern

when a time-dependent quadrupole interaction is applied.

5. The time-integrated correlation pattern from Pig. 4.

6. The angular distribution from a time-dependent electrical

quadrupole Interaction in a perpendicular magnetic field.

7. The time integrated distribution for the same conditions as in

Fig. 6. (The principle for ratation measurements).

8. C'2~
G4 diagram with different representations of inter-

actions plotted. Magnetic hyperfine interaction for the

atomic states J - 1/2 och J » 1 is also shown.

n * asymmetry parameter.

226

9. a-spectra from diffused Ra in iron. The four different
u-yate settings are indicated.

10. HJockscheme for the electronics used at the IMPAC-equipment.

11. Blockscheme for the automatic field r«v«rser.

12. Photograph showing the magnet/ vacuum chamber and
y-detectors.

*.*

€•'.



I
13. Blockscheme for the electronics to used with the

angular correlation equipment.

14. The detector configuration at the rotation measurements.
The actual angular distribution for Rn in Pe is
shown for + and - fields.

220

15. The range distribution for Rn in Al af ter ct-recol
from the LSS-theory.

220
16. The range distribution for Rn recoiling into Al,

Fe and Gd (LSS-theory).

17. The principle for backscattering analysis on sources.

18. Resonant a-backscattering from a self-supporting 480 Å
Al203-foil.

19. The principle of source preparation with recoil
implantation in vacuum.

20. Source distribution in aluminium after recoil implan-
tation. (The line is only drawn to guide the eye).

21. The upper photograph shows the vacuum chamber used
at the source preparations with applied high voltage.
The lower photograph shows the chamber demounted.

228The electrode with the Th source is seen to the left
and to the right is the electrode with the backing foil.
The foil can be fixed with a demountable ring or be
glued directly onto ghe electrode. The cahmber is made
of perspex and porcelain and the electrodes of braes.
The electrodes have Rogokowski [34] profile. The collec-
tion efficiency at 50 kV was improved with a factor of
about 2.7 compared to the efficiency without high
voltage.



22. Backscattering spectra for 25 MeV
226,

16O particles on

Ra sources

228n23. The decay scheme for '"Th.

224,24. The range distributions for Ra implanted at different

high voltages. (The lines are only guides to the eye).

They have been normalized to the surface activity.

The highly charged ions penetrate deeply.

226 224
25. The angular correlation results for Ra and Ra

on Al and Al.O- backings are presented in a G_-G4

diagram.

26. Angular correlation results for randomly magnetized

iron samples. (Bulk iron is the average of the results

from gate settings II-IV in Fig. 9. Surface iron is

from gate I). The foil reduced in hydrogen gas was

exposed in air for 15 min before source evaporation.

The natural foils were old.

27. The rotational values Rjic And R^c calculated according

to the theory of Alder et al. [11] for a static quadru-

pole interaction and perpendicular magnetic field.

The parameter is x • W_T.

28. The predictions for R115 and R25 by the Abragam-Pound

model [ 7 ] for different x • W _ T .

29. W(180°) as a function of an applied longitudinal magnetic

field. The curves were normalized to the same unperturbed
value.

30. ex-spectrum from Ra.

31. a-spectrum from Ra.



I

32. a-spectrum from a diffused source.

33. Photograph showing the electronic modules, multichannel
analyser and tape-recorder.

34. Photograph showing the equipment used for the source
preparation with applied high voltage. The high
voltage supply is a Sames 0-125 kV Dc generator.

35. The ratio of the Fourier coefficients k>4/b
as given by Alder et al. [11]. The parameter is
X * U-T.

:• i
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Table I

The exact resolution of Legendre polynonials (P1(cos9))

into terms of the type cos(n6).

Po(cos6) - 1

P,(COS8) - COS0

P2(COBÖ) - i (3COB26 -I- 1)

P,(COB6) - i (5COB36 4 3COB6)

1
P 4(COB8) * g^(35co«48 + 20COB20 • 9)

P5(cos6) - ̂ g(63cos50 + 35cos36 + 3Ocoa0)

P6(co»6) - i^(231eo*66 + 126co«46 + 105COB26 + 50)

P?(cos6) - 7^(300300876 + 1617cos58 + 1323co«39 4 1225COB6)

Pg(cos6) - T£33j(6435cos8e+3432coB68+2772cos4e+2520cos2e+1225)

P9(cos8) - ̂ j y

+30870COB9)

P1Q (COBO)- ^ ^

+120120coB4e+113190coB26+55566)

etc.



Table II.Ranges and range stragglings txom LSS theory for radon

recoils from a-decay.

isotope backing range range

R<yg/cnr> R(A)

struggling

AR(A)

220

222

220

222

220

222

Rn

Rn

Rn

Rn

Rn

Rn

Al

Al

Fe

Fe

Gd

Gd

10.2

9.7

12.9

12.4

24

23

378

359

171

164

303

294

81

77

47

46

104

100



Table III.Results fro» the O backscattering measurements
226 ~^—«———

Ra-sources
on

a) weak source

Element

Ra

Pb

W

Ta

Thickness yg/cm

1.0±0.1

0.9±0.1

l.OtO.l

1.7±0.1

b) strong source

Element

Ra

Pb

w

Ta

Thickness ug/cm

5.7*0.2

0.4*0.1

1.5*0.2



Table IV. Experimental results for 2 2 2 a n d 2 3 0Rn a-iraplanted into different Al-backings

(room temperature).

Decay Backing Labelled in Fig.
with

* 222Rn

224
Ra 220Rn

226 Ra

* 222Rn

- 222Rn

Al-foil natural oxide 0.7461.013

evaporated Al natural oxide 0.7321.014

Al-foil 0.7221.021

0.6751.021

0.4821.009

40A A12O3+A1

1000 A A12O3

Al-foi l natural oxide

40 A A12O3+A1

300 A A12O3+A1

1000 A A12O3

0.8301.019

0.8081.025

0.6881.013

0.6521.014

thick source + 1000A A12O3 0.6781.029

Al-plate heated 370"c

thick source Al- fo i l

0.72010.036

0.74H0.012

0.8361.012

0.8161.011

.8491.024

.7941.013

.6031.010

.9231.025

.8851.028

.7981.014

.7971.020

.7841.022

.7821.034

8271.014

a

b

c

d

e

a'

d«

f •

e'

g'



226

Table v. Angular correlation results for Ra diffused (source)

into iron.

a-energy depth

2.50-3.46 MeV

3.38-4.24 MeV

4.14-4.68 MeV

4.48-5.08 MeV

3.05-1.66 mg/cm"

1.77-0.52 mg/cm5

0.67-0

0.17-0

mg/cm

»g/cm2

0.607+0.007

0.599±0.009

0.60920.006

0.51210.015

0.652±0.005

0.714+0.004

0.745+0.003

0.58410.002

l&ble VI. Angular correlation results for radon tHrecoUs implanted in

different Fe-backings (evaporated sources)

Isotope backing

220

220

Rn

Rn

222

222

Rn

Rn
222Rn

Pe vaporized

Pe-foil

Fe vaporized

F«-foil

Fe-foil reduced
in H,

0.60510.023

0.44710.016

0.46610.015

0.36710.033

0.30310.035

0.60710.026

0.35610.016

0.43010.017

0.27910.032

0.40710.028



Table VII. Results of rotation aeasureaents for In in

different backing Materials

N + - l fc c

Source prep.

a-vac-iapl.

a-vac-impi.

a-vac-inpl.

evapor.

a-vac-impl.

50 kV a-vac-
iapl

a-vac-iapl.

evapor.

evapor.

a-vac-impl.

cvapur.

a-vac-impl.

orvac-inpl.

backing

vap. Pe

Fe-foil old

Fe-foil new

Fe-foil old

pass. Fe-foil

pass. Fe-foil

sputt. Fe

•putt. *«,0,

sputt. ^«2°3

Ni-foil

Ni-foil

Co-foil

Gd-foil*

R115

0.1487(18)

0.1654(47)

0.1863(51)

0.1854(21)

0.1629(44)

0.1764(33)

0.0403(80)

-0.0043(24)

+0.0012(53)

0.0043(27)

0.0087(17)

0.1073(32)

0.0363(26)

E25

0.0942(18)

0.0863(47)

0.1028(50)

0.0995(22)

0.0821(42)

0.0879(38)

0.0319(74)

-0.0056(21)

—

0.0004(27)

0.0031(16)

0.0734(42)

—

-0.264(18)

-0.170(11)

-0.116(13)

—

—

-0.125(11)

-0.368(23)

-0.418(17)

—

-0.449(11)

-0.472(10)

-0.372(15)

-0.395(30)

This measurenent was pvrforswd at 80 K. All others were performed
at room-temperature.

•4-1



Table VIII.

Magnetic hy per fine fields on Rn nuclei in the ferromagnets Fe, Co, Ni and

Gd. (Room temp.) (assuming

included in the errors of B. ,.

220 220
Gd. (Room temp.) (assuming g(Rn ) - 0.39). No error from g(Rn ) was

Host
material

Fe

Fe

Fe

Co

Ni*

Ni

Gd**

Vn

-.445(15)

-.508(20)

-.383(20)

-.600(100)

.055(3)

.0055(9)

.0059(10)

.019(3)

V

.315(5)

—

.30(10)

.075

.075

—

.075

Bhf *

1130(40)

1292(50)

983(50

1525(250)

140(8)

14(2)

15(3)

48(8)

Theory used in
interpretation

Abragam and Pound

Approx. comb.int.

Abragam and Pound

multifreq.int.p.
Alder et al.

Alder et al.

Alder et al.

Quadrupole int.negl

Alder et al.

Ref.

3

4

Present

Present

Present

. 44

Present

»Correction for the deflection of the a-particlea is made

**80 K

e.O.)



Principle of an alpha-gamma
implantation experiment

* towards oc-detector

a-particle

/ / / / / / Xrt X X X X X X X

inactive material
source

backing

y-quantum

;«*3" \ Movable & -detector

Fig.1
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Vacuum oc-recoil implantation
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W(180°)
Decoupling curves for radon recoils in vacuum

Fig.29
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